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Hello,

what you have in your hands today is a basic overview of the atlantis° concept.

It is a baby! This baby doesn't know how to walk, how to express itself. It needs caring parents, a close family, supportive foster parents, a fun

community, a loving environment to grow up in. However its genes already has the power to gestalt - to change the world.

The baby already knows it wants to grow up in a world of abundant flove - of flow, flux of good energy, good feelable relationships, the flow
of love. In a world where people resonate and think more in flove than in lack, where the Ego is under control, where they can personally

grow.

This is what atlantis° is about - Of building a world which can be used to create something with long term 'mehrwert' - of prime value - of

empowering humankind.

If you are reading this, then I believe you have something to do with it. I also believe that we are connected, and that we have an "operational

mission" on this planet to fulfil: To support the upgrade of humankind.

This baby and I need your support: Please go inside yourself and ask how you can help and follow your intuition.

Please feel free to reach out and contact me at any time.

Wishing you an interesting read and lots of flove.

Ian Williams

Berlin, 10th November 2022

WhatsApp, Signal, Telegram +4915125529123 
Tel. DE: +49 30 2238 1299 | UK: +44 121 400 1170 | US: +1 650 252 1270 

Email: ian.williams@atlantis.today 

Paypal: https://paypal.me/ianlive
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1 Introduction

1.1 The Initiative

1.2 This Brochure

1.2.1 WHAT IT CONTAINS

This brochure is a short overview of the atlantis° concept and some of its components. For more detailed information, see the documents

below.

1.2.2 THE WHY

It is to give an overview of the components for discussions.

1.2.3 STATUS

atlantis° is in a state of development: This brochure reflects this state.

1.2.4 STYLE AND WHO IT IS FOR

The style used in this brochure is more of a technical, project language type. 

It is for individuals who are new to the concept, from different walks of life.

1.2.5 CHANGES

1.3 Symbols / Speak

atlantis° is about upgrading humanity to a new conscious awareness. Of the reality we breath in, of the culture we live, in how we create. Of
wrapping the earth in a collective consciousness. It is an initiative to empower humanity, to support its development and enable a different

type of growth on this planet.

Changes please to:

Editor team email: docs@rrise.org

Within this document words are used as a symbol for a thought, a concept, an idea. Due to the limitations of our language, some symbols have

multiple meanings, with visual and perhaps "negative" emotional anchors. An example is the word "God" - For some it is the divine, for others

it is an old man on a throne who throws people into hell. There are also concepts which the Egi - the chatter box within - also called the Ego or

innervoice which is constantly on air -will not like. Depending on your cultural background, your religious upbringing, your education or

experience, these concepts might cause the Egi to provoke a strong negative reaction within you. Please remember this whilst reading, to

look past the symbol for the contextual meaning, to read the document from a neutral point of view without judgement, with equanimity.
Follow your intuition or gut feelings.

mailto:docs@rrise.org


1.4 Other Resources

OTHER DOCUMENTS

The following documents might be of interest:

Title ItemID Team Link

atlantis° - Conceptual en it11013064 r°Rise link

atlantis° - Why en it11013066 r°Rise link

atlantis° - Objectives en it11013068 r°Rise link

atlantis° - Services (Shorts) en it11013063 coWorld link

atlantis° - Scopes en it11013067 coWorld link

atlantis° - Wishlies en it11013072 atlantis°Today link

r°Rise - Core Directives en it11013019 r°Rise link

r° - Awareness en it11013065 cverse°Center link

co°ism - Elementals en it11013071 almasis link

where "en" = English, "de" = German.

WEB RESOURCES

atlantis°Today: The magazine - The front face of atlantis°. https://atlantis.today

r°Some: For information about the (awe) rsome r°, r1 and r2 mindset shifting. https://rsome.org

coWorld: Coordinating services for atlantis°. https://coworld.org

https://atlantis.today/items/it11013064
https://atlantis.today/items/it11013066
https://atlantis.today/items/it11013068
https://coworld.org/items/it11013063
https://coworld.org/items/it11013067
https://atlantis.today/items/it11013072
https://atlantis.today/items/it11013019
https://atlantis.today/items/it11013065
https://almasis.com/items/it11013071
https://atlantis.today/
https://rsome.org/
https://coworld.org/


2 About

3 The Why

2.1 What

atlantis° is the name for a collection of activities to support humankind in its growth for the next century. At its core is a mixture of renamed

old concepts, new awareness shifting concepts, a different way of going forward in solving problems and the belief that humankind is being
supported by a universal benevolent power.

It is a shift from the Ego driven, possessive world to an intuitive sharing world. This shift is already taking place today and atlantis° serves as a

catalyst.

atlantis° does not know what is best for humanity i.e. how people should live in the future, or what society should or will be. What it is doing

is to build an infrastructure - a set of services, knowhow, social networks - which can be used by people following their intuition to create a
better future for all of us.

2.2 New Terms and Concepts

atlantis° builds on a collection of new terms and concepts. For example:

2.3 Its Origin

A new definition for our awareness of the world around us in connection with our state of mind. r1 is the Egi controlled state of lack
and angst. r2 is the intuitive abundance state. A person is either in r1 or r2. An r2 society has different values and needs than an r1

society.

Of the interplay between culture and identity which we call "indentiful".

That humankind can actively do more to shift itself to a state of r2.

The key building block for the activities - the naming concept of r° - was born in January 2022. The idea of atlantis° took shape in September

2022. The DNA - the conceptual and associated documents - went "live" in November 2022.

There are many reasons as to why atlantis° is needed - for example the transition of society to a state of r2, different forms of living,
networking. A couple of them are shown in the word cloud below. For more information check out the brochure atlantis° - Why. Details can be

found in the Other Documents section.



4 Bringing Value

4.1 co°ism

The future for humankind is all about co°ism of co'operation, co'sharing, co'mmunicating, co'working, co'living, etc: Of creating value through

our thoughts and actions. For the atlantis° Initiative, these value topics have been grouped together into the following value domains.

4.2 Value Domains

atlantis° has six primary domains where it is bringing value for humankind:

4.3 The co°ism Framework

The value domains form a framework for discussions, for the definition of objectives. For more information check out the brochure co°ism -

Elementals. Details can be found in the Other Documents section.

About being (co°Sein)

Culture - Of experiencing, living, belonging, identity (co°Culture)

Of creating a better world through thought (co°Gestalt)

Of sharing - communicating, exchange (co°Share)

Of living, community (co°Habita)

Being aware of the world, of realities, of shifting awareness (co°Aware)



5 Our Objectives

5.1 Getting Going

As a starter for The Initiative the following key and major objectives have been defined.

5.2 Keys and Majors

KEY OBJECTIVES

The key objectives are:

Shift people to r2

Foster r2 communities

Foster culture as prime ware

Foster a human interconnected r2 world

Gestalt via thought



5.3 More Details

The objectives are specified in the separate document atlantis° - Objectives. More details can be found in the Other Documents section.

MAJOR OBJECTIVES

The major objectives are:

Awareness of real reality:

Conscious hubs:

Simpler communication:

Culture as prime ware:

Conscious cultural communities:

Cultural regions:

Human real universe:

Gestalt:

Spread the definition of r° - the terms r1 and r2 - for the conscious awareness of reality

Foster a mesh of conscious hubs across the planet via communities, get-togethers

Foster a simpler English, common etiquette

Foster the concept of culture for identity, growth

Foster habitation for r2 people

Foster regions with their unique cultural identity

Foster a universe to experience life

Foster the use of thought for cleaning and creating



6 Structure

6.1 The Core

atlantis° is built around r°Rise - a collection of activities to improve the conscious state of humankind.

This improved conscious state is simply called r2.

6.2 The General Concept

The structural concept of the The Initiative is that of a forest - an organic organism that is composed of a multitude of other organisms, each

living from and supporting each other.

6.3 Kickstarting

The Initiative is being built on the conceptional awareness that society is migrating to a state of r2 and that activities should be orientated

towards supporting this transition. Until this conceptional awareness is more widely known The Initiative is being kickstart-ed with a collection

of activities which support this cause.

6.4 The Organisation

Activities are bundled as services.

Services have their own name for identity reasons. This allows them to diversify : To grow globally, to offer more services, to grow their

enduser community.

For compliance reasons, services are attached to a legal entity and where necessary have local offices in countries around the world.

6.5 The Face

r°Rise uses the online magazine atlantis°Today as its face for news.



6.6 Essence

Activities supporting The Essence of r°Rise are bundled into 6 primary groups.

The groups have been formed using the valuRing question: "Where can we bring value?" - Where can we a) Assist, b) Build something, c)

Cultur'vate something (with the emphasis on culture), d) Discover something, e) give value through Exchange (interaction), f) through Flove -

through the flux of good energies, feelable positive relationships, financial energy, fostering trust / goodwill and love in all its flavours.

6.7 The Grouping

A graphical overview showing these groups is shown in the following picture.

The "assist" activities are focused on the awareness of r2 via the product portfolio r°Some

"build" is to build a grid of beacons across the planet

"culturvate" is to focus on developing "culture", of fostering its growth within communities, of identiful being.

to "discover" and bundle the gestalt potential within us all, bundled as vyombo,

to foster "exchange" - bringing people and services together , creating a coworld,

increasing the "flove" (flow, flux of energy, love ) by creating a coverse of possibilities.



7 Services and Topics

7.1 Services

The atlantis° ecosystem is composed of a "cloud" of services.

A list of the services, with short descriptions, can be read in the atlantis° - Services brochure: More details in the Other Documents section.



7.2 Topics

The following table shows some of the topics within the atlantis° ecosystem and the corresponding service.

Topic Service units Comments

awareness r°Some, r°Rise, thinkMe, r°Matrix, aCourse

backoffice zenTTr

cleaning vyombo, syscoe

communication colish, NICE2

community living oneship, peaceville, coLife

concepts almasis

coverse coverse

culture NICE2, plusify

domains zenTTr

empowerment thinkMe, plusify, ChooseDay

finances united°Foundations, volkswork

franchising whyyte

fridays FirstFriday, Cofriday, ritually

organisational culture teamly

pair relationships emu

regions regioplex, plusify

relationships emu, 1stFamily, NICE2

religion r°United

regional development plusify

rituals ritually

self-improvement thinkMe, r°Some

standards almasis

startups foundrix

systemic constellations syscoe

teams teamly

volunteering peaceville°Corps, 1stFamily



8 Rollout

8.1 Spreading the Word

To spread (i.e. to roll-out) the awareness of concepts, of supportive tools and services, a coarse rollout strategy is being developed and is

flowing into the objectives.

8.2 Kickstarting

To kickstart The Initiative a collection of services are being started to fulfil key objectives.

8.3 Levering and integration

Many of the targets of The Initiative are being followed by other organisations around the globe. The purpose of The Initiative is to support

synergy, visibility and convergence (i.e. bring objectives and applied energy together) where possible. It is to lever possibilities - see the

Appendix The Power for a couple of ideas of what can be done.

Existing organisations with the same conceptual awareness will be integrated where possible.



9 Appendix

9.1 Actvity Clusters

Insight

The atlantis° activities are primarily based on the r°Rise initiative.

The following diagrams give a brief insight into the r°Rise's clusters of activities.

For more information refer to the document r°Rise - Core Directives

The diagrams

r°Rise can be viewed as a hierarchical structure and also as a multi-dimensional cellular structure, as each activity and group is connected with

others on the same level as well as on other levels. To represent this multi-dimensional connectivity and cell structure we use hexagons and

the flower of life symbol.

In the following diagrams, cluster of activities around a topic are shown as circles. Placed around the perimeter are some of the service

initiatives needed to support these clusters.

Each initiative, in itself, can be an organisation, offering services across the world in several language, with its own user communities.

A. Assist group, r°

The r°rise activity cluster Group r°, is about assisting individuals and groups on their transition to r2.



B. Build group. beacons

The r°Rise activity cluster Group Beacons, is focused on building a grid of beacons - gatherings of people who are more in r2 - across the
planet.



C. Culturvate group, identiful

The r°Rise activities clustered in the group Group Identiful are focused on culture and identity: Of shifting culture from an Ego based
possessive form of mine, or my value is based on the culture I hide behind, to a shared experience culture.



D. Discover group, vyombo

The r°Rise activities clustered in the Group Vyombo are focused on 'gestalt' - of us co-creating the world and future.



E. Exchange group, coworld

The r°Rise activity cluster Group Coworld, is about re-mapping the world to cultural identity.



F. Flove group, coverse

The r°Rise activities clustered under the Group Coverseare focused on developing the coverse - a humanness universe - of networking
people, knowledge, co-sharing and creating real experiences.



9.2 The Power

A silly dream?

Is atlantis° a silly utopian dream? No. As a species we do not know what is best for our development. We can however work towards a better

future and allow the divine to support us in our growth.

The world is large - billions of people, billions of Egos who want to rule the world, hundreds of countries and thousands of towns - a massive

job to be done from a global perspective if we want to allow humankind to shift to an r2 state. However the world is also rich in possibilities

and we have a large selection of powers which can support us in empowering mankind.

The following "powers" can be used to empower atlantis°.

The power of awareness

We are entering a new Age or Reality (AoR), with virtual reality and the metaverse. Individuals can be informed and be supported in their

awareness of reality i.e. of choosing r2 or the coverse.

Power of experience

The AsOne community in Japan, as an example, has been living without money for 20 years.

atlantis° can draw on the experience of this and other communities from around the world:

Power of like minded

Around the world there are millions of people who are on their way to an r2 state, who know that there is something else in life or the wish to

actively create a better world. Many take part in online and offline communities.

Then there are the 1+ billion people who believe in God. There are over 10,000 communities who feel connected to the earth.

From the perspective of change, atlantis° is not starting from scratch. All the above want change in their lives, a better earth, more love in

their lives.

atlantis° is about levering these networks, to bring people together, to provide events, workshops and seed local c3's.

The power of religions

Religious cultures around the world were originally built on the original concept of r2 - for more happiness and a better society:

All of them have local communities, many with traditional r2 values, which theoretically can be accelerated on their path to r2 and be

culturvated as conscious cultural communities.

The power of compound

Every seed when it grows into a plant, produces more seeds. atlantis° is a bag of concepts, of seeds to be sown.

Individuals who are transitioning to r2 are also seeds. Although a person can theoretically instantly change into a permanent r2 state, most
people need several years to let go, to heal themselves, to connect, to acclimatise. By providing a social framework of abundance, this change

process can be accelerated. They become beacons, seeding change in the people and the social fabric around them.

The power of culture

The human race is more than a virus spreading out across the earth. It creates culture, and culture is important for humankind. The culture

creation process can be levered for atlantis° objectives.

The power of concepts

Our language and conceptual awareness is changing. Concepts of other universes, of other worlds, realities, life, intelligence, magic, are now

part of our daily culture. Technological concepts such as "being online, downloading, updates, stacks, apps, virtual reality, metaverse" are

enriching our language and how we express ourselves. These extensions to our comprehension allow us to understand the world around us

Buddhism

Christianity



differently to previous generations. It allows us to reread old scriptures and gain insights, helping us to accelerate in our transition from an r1

world based on lack, angst, power, to a r2 world based on abundance, love and trust.

atlantis° builds on this expansion of understanding.

The power of technology

Automation, robots and artificial intelligence can be used to support the atlantis° operatives i.e. in the mindset training, community building.

The power of climate change

It is expected that the oceans will rise considerably causing hundreds or thousands of communities to loose their homes and the need for
relocation. One possibility is to use this as a chance to actively create r2 based conscious cultural communities.

The power of the divine magic

Communities such as Findhorn, AsOne, are flag bearers of abundance showing what can happen when trust is placed in the divine. Any r2

stateful person can tell stories about the magic of abundance happening in their lives. Everyday miracles (unexpected wonders) are normal.

The strategy behind atlantis° is to build an infrastructure which the divine can then use when helping people to migrate to the state of r2.

The power of You

As you are reading this text, then You, yes, You! are a part of this scheme. You have the power to gestalt - to create and change things, both

physically and systemically. With a bit of your help you can contribute to the whole and make a longing difference to humankind.

Come and join us.

Contact Email: initiative@atlantis.today

mailto:initiative@atlantis.today

